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What an odd little puzzler-meets-the-settlers game. Only a few hours long, but cutely entertaining while it lasts.. Very basic but
challenging bullet hell arcade shoot em up. The graphics are somewhat poor but the gameplay is unforgiving. For the low price it
is recommendable for genre fans. best game ever.. Clean visual design, good controls, dynamic levels. Campaign with bosses
and score attack modes. Good TSS.. Interesting unique game mechanic with a surprisingly curious story.
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Highly recommended. If you think of pure passanger route (no freight) this is the perfect route for the european region. I really
love it. Well made, very scenic. Over half of the route is single rail but there is a part with 2 and 4 rails (for S-Bahn service) and
last 20 km around Munchen are like 10 parallel rails. It is therefore very rich in different kinds of driving. There is some work
to do in the cab as speed limits often change. I realy like driving it hudless - it's not very difficult as you are warned about most
of the limits so you have to remember only few tricky places.

As for the rolling stock I am not very impressed by the attached EMU. It is fine but it has no AFB and seems just very
simplified. I recommend buying BR442 Talent 2 EMU which works perfectly with the route but do it only if you are not planing
to extend the route to Innsbruck with the Mittenwaldbahn add-on as Talent 2 is included there.

Another nice thing is the fact that you can easily extend the route by either Mittelwand (to Innsbruck) or Munich-Augsburg (to
Augsburg) ad-ons. This way you can drive around 3 hours of real life ICE Karwendel from Augsburg to Innsbruck. The real
train started at Haburg going through Berlin, Leipzic, Nunberg and Augsburg, so you if you own Berling-Leipzig already, with
all the add-ons you can drive around 5 hours of it's 12h original route.. Very disappointing.. BEST. DLC. EVER. MADE.

F***ING GET IT MATE.. not very good the game wont even load up so i dont know anything other than it wont load D:. A real
joy to play!
Not long -or difficult- enough to get bored, beautiful music and eye for detail.
The drawings, funny sounds, story and the fact this game is for free show the love put into this project.
Perfect for a rainy afternoon!. I've got 20 years in the fireworks industry, they got a lot right with this. The game is a very early
build, the controls are a bit wonky, but they're on the right track. Regardless, it's fun to play around with and $10 well spent..
For what you get from this, it's a bit of a let down, to pay this much for a map editor. In spite of its severe lack of bees, Nova
Flow delivers strongly in all other aspects.
Thrown straight into the action with just enough tutorial direction to get you started, the gameplay allows for multiple
approaches to each level, ranging from straightforward to absolutely bizarre.
The difficulty and level design feel consistently fair, with some large, but entirely overcomable difficulty spikes in the later
levels that bring a sense of pride and accomplishment not seen since EA's Star Wars Battlefront II.
The music fits the fast-paced neon retro theme of the game perfectly, with some of the tracks being more than catchy enough to
be stuck in your head all day.

Great game, especially for the tiny price tag.
10\/10 would go fast again.. A conceptually simple, but progressively more difficult physics puzzler. I didn't find it particularly
relaxing after the first few levels, because of the need for concentration and precise and timely movements.

It has high production quality, and can provide fun for a couple of hours, but if you're going for the achievements the game gets
extremely difficult and grindy.
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